
Albania 

FindPark created a smartphone 
application that provides a facility  for 
finding a parking spot for all drivers. 
They designed the application, 
implemented Google Maps and a 
geographical orientation. 

 

Finland 

I’m Blue is a delcious arctic superfood -
wild blueberry is transformed into a 
beautiful bottle of “I'm Blue blueberry 
soda”. So we invite you all to join this 
I'm Blue experience! 

  

Latvia 

RAINY ART has created innovative 
children's raincoats with several features 
combined with unique design and 
comfort in one product ensuring a 
child’s freedom of movement in any 
kind of rain. 

 

Russia 

3D Architect develops and offers 
“Architectural Modeling” kits. Their 
products help customers explore 
architectural masterpieces around the 
world constructing paper models based 
on 3D models. 

 

Austria 

reBQ combines the ideas of recycling 
(re) and Barbeque (BQ): our business 
focuses on the production and rental of 
grills and fire baskets made of used oil 
barrels as well as laser-engraved foldable 
wooden cutting boards and recipe 
folders. 

France 

Generation Z  aims at creating 
educational tools based on children’s 
sensory and kinesthetic education. The 
sensory equipment is given to the child 
to contribute to intellectual development 
and motor skills. 

Lithuania 

Foamita is manufacturing several types 
of flexible curbs made out of high 
quality foam. Our flexible product 
prevents from items sliding messily in 
the vehicle trunk and keeps them safely 
in place. 

Serbia 

Plantagenet from Serbia produces eco-
friendly sets for the indoor gardening. 
Every set contains different kind of seed, 
soil, organic fertilizer, clay pebbles and 
biodegradable pot made from coconut 
coir. 



    

Belgium (LJE) 

Form Up is based on the principle of 
interlocking geometric shapes. More than 
1500 products have already been sold. 
The game is available in many stores in 
Belgium but also in France and 
Switzerland! 

 

Germany 

Coffee Capsule Accessory stands for a 
sustainable use of our planet´s resources. 
In accurate handcraft we produce high-
quality jewelry out of coffee capsules – a 
material that cannot be recycled and 
leads to a lot of waste. 

 

  

Luxembourg 

DekotyREs produces decorative items 
made from recycled tyres. As our slogan 
“Not just tyres” suggests, we want to 
show that it is possible to create very 
attractive decorative items from recycled 
tyres. 

 

Slovakia 

Irdify is a company which develops and 
manufactures universal remote 
controllers for smartphones. After 
plugged into the jack port of a 
smartphone, our product lets you controll 
televisions, set-top boxes and many other 
devices. 

 



Belgium (VLAJO) 

Mr  &  Mrs TieBow designs and creates 
an exquisite collection of handcrafted 
reversible bow ties. This extraordinary 
Belgian team eagerly pursues innovation 
and change – with an emphasis on 
originality, quality and eco-effectiveness. 

  

Greece 

SmileyBin is a recycling business 
concept focusing on maximizing the 
environmental profit. Its model is based 
on the reciprocity motive where citizens 
recycle and collect points through an app 
on their smartphones. 

  

Malta 

Starling has created The Innovase 
Collection using rejected or discarded 
wine bottles. This collection is 
comprised of unique upcycled wine 
bottles that are turned into contemporary 
decoration pieces through handmade 
designs. 

 

Slovenia 

SWEET & FIT Inc., The company's 
business is manufacture and sales of 
three types  of American doughnuts 
made from high-quality, healthy and 
Slovenian ingredients, free of any 
additives. 

  

Bulgaria 

LEA aims to ease the process of reading 
and popularize literature.  Its innovative 
product Knigosvet is a portable device 
which enables reading in low light or in 
the absence of such. 

Hungary 

Game of Tones is a mini-company that 
produces colourable paperware for 
people whose life hobby is colouring and 
would like to carry their art in their bags 
every day. 

Netherlands 

Young Innovators are humidifiers and 
air fresheners. We combine this in one 
effective solution. The (SmellAir), a 
friendly product (SmellAir Deluxe) and 
in effective implementation for your car 
(SmellAir Smart). 

Spain 

Shellbag is an already patented product 
which consists on a biodegradable bag, 
made out of banana peel, with an 
adhesive strip that easily sticks to any 
snack bag of your choice. 



      

Cyprus 

Ignium is the company and brand created 
by a team of students at the Kykkos B' 
Lyceum in Nicosia. The cCompany 
manufactures and markets ecological 
briquettes that are a substitute for wood. 

 

Iceland 

Moon Chocolate sells high-quality bean 
to bar chocolate. The beans are from 
Tanzania and are considered to be one of 
the best beans in the world, because of 
their taste and process quality. 

 

Norway 

HidePark UB have developed innovative 
bike racks that can fold down. The bike 
racks will be placed in city-garages so 
that both cars and bicycles can use the 
parking spaces. 

 

Sweden 

Update UF make it easy for businesses 
to keep their social media updated. Our 
knowledge and commitment contribute 
to a dynamic and active dialogue 
between businesses and their followers 
on Facebook and Instagram. 

 



Czech Republic 

ChillUp - HeadPad, an ergonomic pillow 
made of memory foam. Designed by 
students with passion for traveling and 
with desire to make traveling more 
comfortable for everyone.  
Easy to attach to a seats. 

 

Isle of Man 

Opus is a team of students from Queen 
Elizabeth High School. Their product 
range is called “Caebo” and each item 
has been designed to increase the life and 
durability of chargers and cables for 
smart devices. 

 

Poland 

Futapp company has prepared a mobile 
application “DzienSzkolny.pl” which 
offers timetable and school substitutions 
alerts on the phone. This product has a 
clear and easy to use layout. 

 

Switzerland 

Young Pepper Company is a fresh and 
dynamic mini-company from 
Switzerland. They aim to sell Kampot 
pepper, the world’s best pepper, whilst 
helping Cambodian farmers to build a 
self-sufficient business. 

 

Denmark 

SubReader is an app, which helps 
dyslexic people to read subtitles on 
international TV and movies aloud. It 
operates independently of TV or other 
media and does therefore not require any 
setup. 

Israel 

Citrusc ompany was established by a 
group of 22 students. The company’s 
product is the Clipsule, A green and 
ecological freshener for dishwashers that 
uses citrus peels instead of chemical 
materials. 

Portugal 

Dynamic Ride developed a product 
called “Go Safely”. This is a device that 
can be adapted to any bicycle or 
motorcycle, provided with a set of 
advanced technology features, making 
the lives of its users more safer. 

Turkey 

Ramona aims to carry human values one 
step forward with their high quality 
products. This year the Company 
designed and produced phone cases 
themed as "Value of Women/Awareness 
of Women Violence". 



    

Estonia 

Spoony produces sweets - mainly 
chocolate but also honey - on a wooden 
spoon which can be melted in hot milk, 
coffee, tea or water to make a hot 
beverage. 

 

Italy 

 Ca' Deme - an Atelier of Chocolate 
Design. We have innovated the concept 
of praline with our product, Cioccolí. 
Dark chocolate, chopped hazelnuts and 
the traditional fruits from the Garda’s 
Lake. 

 

Romania 

Oculus Incorporating state of the art 
sensors and efficient algorithms, the 
MITRA glasses provide essential aid and 
safety to visually impaired people during 
movement. Cost effective, remotely 
upgradable and user-friendly. 

 

United Kingdom 

 Enlighten Hope have written, illustrated 
and published the only child-friendly 
stories which help young cancer patients 
deal with chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy side effects in a hopeful, 
joyful and inspirational manner. 

 

 


